STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
I truly opine the statement ‘A dream does not become reality through magic; it takes
sweat, determination and hard work’.
Believing firmly, all the three attributes in life I use to be a bright student during my high
school studies and scored distinction in my examination. I was very dedicated towards
my dream of making my career in Accounting and Auditing. Hence, I completed my
graduation in Bachelor of Commerce with major Accounting and Auditing and scored
6.00 CGPA. My graduation result did not satisfy me. I was feeling something missing in
my life and this came to the conclusion of acquiring education from overseas. The other
question where I was stuck was ‘WHERE’?
After comparing the course modules of different countries which could help me to paint
my career bright, I made my mind to pursue my further studies from United Kingdom.
But this was not the end. After finalizing the country I was stuck in a maze of different
university and was in a search of the path to reach the correct university and comparing
all the details such as teaching methods, area, fees, course curriculum and so on and
finally decided to study in Middlesex University. The most important reason to study in
UK is that it provides the academic experience that is hard to beat. The graduates from
the UK are leaving their signature mark not only in UK but other countries too as the
education is recognised all across the world and the knowledge provided to the
academician is remarkable compare to other countries. The atmosphere is friendly and
eases for any student to adjust and feel like their own home-town.
Master of International Business is designed such who want to furnish the business skills
and take their career in a progressive graph, learning about the core functions required
to take the business one level ahead. Studying this course would help me get the
detailed information about the global business and international entrepreneurial activity
with the help of which I would be able to paint my future not only in my country but
also would receive recognition all across the globe. The internship training would help
me widen up my wings learn about the latest techniques which would help me take the
quick decisions required in the business world. The aim of this course is to equip the one
with the effective management and operational process required to make the career in a
managerial position and so is my vision of life. So to make myself capable and stand out
of the crowd I want to study this course.
Middlesex University is finalised by me due to some unique qualities the university
possess. The students studying in this university receives the vibrant experience from the

professionals who give the practical lecture during the ongoing session. The industrial
experience help the graduates to study the techniques of the international market and
share the fresh perspective on similar problem and help building the lasting business
networks. The faculty members in Middlesex university are very supportive and boosting
the graduates to work hard during their project and dissertation. The teachers also help
the students to develop the innovative thoughts during their lectures before practicing it
in the real world. The assessment also depends on the practical work rather than theory
which is one of the best parts of the education.
Thus, to wrap up my discussion I would like to conclude that studying in UK would give
me a platform where I would be able to paint my dreams and touch the peak of success
with minimum barriers.
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